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Team 

Noah, Raelen, Bear, 

Raja, Soren, Paton, 

Harold, Seamus, 

Aiden, and Kyra 

KEEN 

Thanks to KEEN for 

supporting us during 

this water sampling 

Malachy and Kazuo 

Thanks to Malachy and 

Kazuo, two eighth 

graders who created 

the Wireless Waters 

data app 

Welcome to the Mobile Mountain 
Watershed Initiative 

A Guide To Testing Different Water 

Components  

 
Mountain Studies Institute is excited to launch the inaugural Mobile 
Mountains Watershed Initiative with the generous support of Keen!  
We seek to increase public engagement with the scientific process 
through real life experiences that connect citizens with current 
questions facing the San Juan Mountains.  Mobile Mountains wants to 
tap the smartphone revolution and equip anyone from the average 
day-tripper to the backcountry enthusiast in order to turn them into 
mobile citizen scientists. Join us this summer as we launch this 
exciting new initiative! 
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A step-by-step 
guide 

 Temperature 

 PH  

 Dissolved 

Oxygen 

 Nitrates 

 Phosphate 

 Turbidity 
 

Mobile Mountains Water 
Sampling Sites 

 

Silverton is located at 9,318 feet, in the heart of southwest Colorado’s 
San Juan Mountains, with a population of approximately 500. In the 
late 1800s, Silverton was a large mining-based town, but by the early 
1990s, all mines were shut down. There are two main water sources, 
the Animas River, and Cement Creek, both which flow to Durango and 
further south. Although there is no active mining, the pollution from 
the mines is still a large problem. Silverton has been considered for a 
superfund site, which is just a fancy word for cleaning up the river. 
However, the town is unsure of artificial cleanup. This is what we are 
here for. MSI and nine Silverton School students are testing the water 
for different components to understand the health of both rivers. We 
look at five sites located throughout the town (see map below), 
testing for six components (located on the right). By the end of the 
summer we will be able to compare the health of the rivers. This 
information will help us see the effects that mining has, and how it 
varies based on the time of year. 
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Temperature 

Procedure: 
Begin by rinsing the tube three times 
before filling tube for testing. Turn on 
thermometer and remove case. Insert 
thermometer and wait 15 seconds. 
Record temperature. Dump out tube. 
 
Materials: 

 Thermometer 

 Cone tube 
 
 
 

pH 
Procedure:  
Rinse tube three times before filling 
for testing. Remove one pH strip. 
Insert strip and stir for five seconds. 
Compare the colors on the pH strip to 
the color sheet. Record pH. Dump 
tube. 
 
Materials: 

 Vial tube 

 pH strip 

 Color strip 
 
 

Bear Roof takes the 
temperature at the 
14th Street Bridge at 

Cement Creek 

Bear, Kyra and Paton compare a test tube to a 
phosphate and nitrate color sheet, while Raja 

and Soren record the data on the Wireless 
Waters Data App at the Howardsville Bridge 
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Dissolved Oxygen 
 

Procedure: 
Rinse bucket three times before 
filling for testing. Turn on dissolved 
oxygen tester. Insert probe and 
wait ten seconds. Record dissolved 
oxygen content and dump bucket.  
 
Materials:  

 Bucket 

 DO Probe 
 

 

Nitrates 
 
Procedure: 
Rinse tube three times before filling to 
the 5 mL line. Add one nitrate #1, cap, 
and mix until tablet is disintegrated. 
Add one nitrate #2 and slide test tube 
into protective sleeve. Cap tube and 
mix for two minutes. Wait five 
minutes and remove tube from 
protective sleeve. Match color of tube 
to the color chart. Record nitrate level 
and dump tube.  
 
Materials: 

 Vial tube 

 Nitrate #1 

 Nitrate #2  

 Color sheet 

 Protective sleeve 

                          Phosphate 
 
Procedure: 
Rinse tube three times before filling to the 5 
mL line. Add one phosphate tablet. Cap 
tube and mix until tablet is disintegrated. 
Wait five minutes and match the color of 
the tube to the color chart. Record 
phosphate level and dump tube.  
 
Materials: 

 Vial tube 

 Phosphorus tablet 

 Color Sheet 

Turbidity 
 
Procedure: 
Remove the disc in the tube. Fill tube to the 
top. Insert disc back into tube. Watch form 
the top of the tube until the disc 
disappears. At this point, pinch the string 
and record the number at which the disc 
sits. Pull the disc back up and still watching 
from the top wait for the disc to reappear. 
When it does, pinch the string and record 
the level of the disc. Find the average of the 
two and record it as your final answer. 
Dump tube. 
  
Materials: 

 Bucket 

 Secchi tube 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 


